MAINTENANCE
If your X-GLOO is losing pressure, please check all valves to
ensure they are tightened – this should avoid any further
loss of pressure.
The over pressure valve can get clogged when used
frequently which will release air. To avoid this clean out
the valve or alternatively replace with a new one.
Use warm water and a soft brush to clean the X-GLOO tent.
Alternatively use a mild alkaline solution and a cloth for
optimal cleaning.
Do not use solvents, washing machines or steam cleaning this will damage the PU coating and re-waterproofing is
not possible.
The X-GLOO should be periodically inspected for chafe
marks or damage and should be promptly repaired.
To prevent the zips on the walls from ripping please ensure
that the webbing loops are used to strengthen when in use.

STORAGE

SET-UP

Avoid pressure spots when dismantling your X-GLOO, for
example do not kneel on the tent while folding.

Spread the X-GLOO out evenly before set up, this will make
inflation easier and faster.

Store the X-GLOO in a dry location and at temperatures
not exceeding 40°c.

Position the leg ends approximately where you want the
X-GLOO to sit, this prevents any unnecessary movement
once inflated.

Do not pack or store the X-GLOO in moist conditions - this
can cause mould spots and discoloration.
In temperatures lower than 0°c, folding under pressure can
lead to damage. Take special care with the window walls in
low temperatures and pack them carefully.

Check the over pressure valve is working before inflation.
To do this unscrew the housing and check that the spring
can be pushed in.
Do not exceed the specified maximum air pressure when
setting up the X-GLOO.

Do not store the X-GLOO in a car in direct sunlight. The
intense heat can cause the window elements to stick
together irreversibly, or may cause permanent damage
to the cloth.

The X-GLOO Inflatable event tent is not intended for
long-term outdoor use and should be inspected for wear or
damage after every event.

All elements of the X-GLOO must be stored in dry
conditions. If the elements are stored whilst damp, the
digital printed material can become permanently damaged.

If small folds form inside the tubes when inflating, gently
shake the tube during inflation. This will help keep the
inner bladder in the correct position.

